
The biggest Nordic platform for consultants wants to raise capital via FundedByMe

Brainville is the biggest platform and marketplace for consultants in the Nordic countries. The service helps thousands of
customers and the platform is a valuable tool in order to develop the personal brand as a consultant. Now Brainville wants to
raise capital via the crowdfunding platform FundedByMe.

 

—  The consultant market is growing rapidly, both in Sweden and globally. Being an entirely new market it needs an entirely new platform
for cooperation and Brainville is that platform, says Manuel de Verdier CEO of Brainville.

Brainville was founded in 2013 and is used by around 13.000 consultant firms. On Brainville, individuals are matched with employers in a
quick and easy way. The platform is an important source for finding the right employee, with the right skillset.

— We have built the platform and proven that it works - entirely on our own capital. Our big clientele in combination with the great results
are a proof of our success. Now the company prepares for expansion and that is why external financing is important, says Manuel de
Verdier.

All users on Brainville can post an advertisement free of charge, both consultants and employers. Consultants can seek out the
appropriate assignment for them and contact the employer. In this way the employer gets the best person for the job. Brainville is never a
part of the deal and does not interfere with the parties agreements.

The campaign is launched at FundedByMe with a goal to reach 116 000 million € in invested means.

For more information, visit www.fundedbyme.com/brainville

Brainville is the biggest platform and marketplace for consultants in the Nordic countries. Through the platform consultants are matched
with employers - quick and easy. Brainville is a great tool for consultants who would like to improve their personal brand and reach potential
employers. For employers, Brainville is an important source to reach the best consultant for their assignment.

Press contact:
Manuel de Verdier, CEO at Brainville
manuel@brainville.com or +46 (0)733 999 289

FundedByMe is the fastest growing crowdfunding platform in Scandinavia and one of the only full-service platforms offering capital through
equity crowdfunding. In the past years, some 470 companies from 25 different countries have been successfully funded with more than €52
million. The member base is a rapidly expanding network of more than 250,000 investors from nearly 200 countries around the world.
FundedByMe is headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden, with a local presence in Dubai, Finland, Malaysia, Poland and Singapore. For more
information visit www.fundedbyme.com


